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We present an abstract interpreter for supporting semantic analysis of LOTOS spe
cifications. The tool uses a technique defined in [7], which automatically constructs an 
abstraction of the LOTOS data domains tailored on the in put specification. The abstract 
interpreter annotates each LOTOS behaviour expression with an abstract environment 
which keeps trace of the data flow that reaches that point of the specification. The ab
stract interpretation procedure is proved correct and its application to the detection of 
starvation and dead cade are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

This work is part of a set of experiments aimed at verifying the practicability of flow 
analysis techniques such as Abstract lnterpretation (AI) [1, 5] in new applicative contexts. 

Specification languages offer an appealing applicative field for AI even though efficiency 
is usually not a concern. On one side, program verification starts from the specification 
phase and therefore early detection or dangerous situations is clear advantage. On the 
other hand, specification languages are supported by a development methodology based 
on refinements. So is natural to equip each refinement step with formal statements which 
establish which properties hold at that step. 

This is the setting of the specificatiori' language LOTOS [3] for which a collection of 
semi-automatic tools supporting the different development step have been realized in the 
Esprit project Lotosphere [10-14]. Moreover LOTOS has been designed for distributed 
systems which offer a wide set of properties whose early detection is useful, such as 
deadlock freedom. 

This paper continues the experience in [7] where Abstract Interpretation was used 
for an efficient solution to the problem of gate splitting in LOTOS specifications [8]. 
The transformation problem is part of a design methodology based on the specification 
language LOT OS. Abstract Interpretation was used for approximating the sets of possible 
values which LOTOS expressions can evaluate to. The abstract domain as well as abstract 
functions were generated automatically from the LOTOS specification to be transformed. 

In this paper, we exploit the results of [7] as far as the automatic definition of the 
abstract domain is concermid. On the hasis of these results, we detine a general tool which 
uses such abstract domain to abstractly execute the input specification. As a result of 
such abstract interpretation, we obtain an annotated program. The annotation attached 
to each point of the program is an abstract environment representing information about 
data flows that will reach that point in ali the possible executions. Finally, the annotated 
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310 Part Six Semantics 

program can be used by a transformer which applies those optimizations which are based 
on datafiow analysis. 

We assume the reader to be familiar with LOTOS. The following section describes the 
basic ideas of Abstract Interpretation. 

1.1. Basic ideas of Abstract Interpretation 
Abstract interpretation of programs is an analysis technique aimed at gathering static 

information about the dynamic semantics of a program or specification to be used by 
compilers, partial evaluators and debuggers, or merely as documentation. It has its roots 
in imperative languages where it supplied some formal support to oorrect optimizations. 
The first formalization is due to P.Cousot and R.Cousot in [4, 5]. In the eighties Abstract 
Interpretation found fertile ground on declarative formalisms as well, since it fits with 
the formal framework of such languages and with their need to improve the efficiency of 
their implementations. 

Abstract lnterpretation consists in assigning language constructs non- standard (i.e. 
abstract) meaning which approximate standard (i.e. concrete) semantics. In other words, 
an abstract interpretation of a programming language is the homomorphic image of its 
standard semantics on another {usually simpler) domain. For instance, the set S1 = 
{[-],[O],[+]} may be used to approximate integers in the obvious way: [-] is an approx
imation for negative integers, [O] for O, and [+] for positive integers. Multiplication is 
re-interpreted as the function mult : Sl -+ S1 defined as follows: 

a/b [-] [O] [+] 
[-] ~~] ~~~ ~~] [O] 
[+] [-] [O] [+] 

More formally, given a language L, a standard interpretation M : L -+ D and an 
abstract domain []A we want define M.A : L -+ DA, such that M.A(e) approximates 
M(e) for every eE L . More precisely, M.A(e) approximates ali possible evaluations of 
M(e) (i.e. execution of e with ali possible inputs). 

Three main requirements have to be fulfilied when defining an abstract interpreter: 

• Termination: such property is compulsory for static analysis to make sense. It is 
generaliy obtained imposing that the abstract domain be a finite lattice or c.p.o. 
with monotonie functions defined on it, so that termination of fixpoint computations 
is guaranteed. 

• Safety: such property guarantees that the lack of information due to approximation 
does not introduce inconsistency with respect to ali possible concrete executions. 

• Usefulness: the information gathered by the abstract analysis bas not to be trivial, 
i.e. the granularity of the approximation should not be too ooarse. 

1.2. Plan of the paper 
In Section 2 the technique for the construction of the abstract domain is described. In 

Section.3 are described the abstract interpreter and a discussion about its correctness and 
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termination is presented. In Section 4 two applications are described: namely starvation 
detection and dead code detection. Section 5 contains just a final remark. 

2. Abstract Domains 

This section presents the details of the automatic definition of the abstract domain 
starting from an input specification as defined in (7]. The abstract domain is the sum 
of several smaller abstract domains corresponding to the sorts of the input specification. 
Every component will contain finite representations of ali possible sets of values of the cor
responding sort. These representations give a special status to constants and constructors 
which appear explicitly in the input specification refiecting the way they are used. 

The first step of the construction consists in the definition of a domain of abstract terms 
equipped with an ordering relation to compare single abstract terms and a comparison 
relation for sets of abstract terms. Then it is defined when a set of abstract terms is in some 
sense representative of ali other abstract terms. The starting point for the construction 
of the abstract domains is the notion of a partial term. 

Definitiori 2.1 {Partial term posets:< ((Ih).; ::=;.)ls E S >] 
For all sorts s the set of partial terms of sort s is defined as the smallest set {III:)., such 
that the following conditions hold: 
1. l..E {III:). 
2. for all constants c :-+ s, c E {III:). 
3. for all constructors k : s1 , •.• , s,. -+ s and partial terms t; E (III:)•;, with i = 1 ... n, 
k(t1 , ••• ,t,.) E (III:) •. 
Let relation "->8 be the smallest set in {III:)• X {III:)., such that the following conditions 
hold: 
1. for all constants c :-+ s, 1. ........ c 
2. for all constructors k: s1, ... ,s,.-+ s, 1.8"-> 8 k(l. • ., ... , J..n) 
3. for all constructors k : s1 , ••. , s,. -+ s, · 
k(tt, ... , t;, ... , t,.) "-> 8 k{r1 , ••• , r;, ... , r,.) iff t; "-> 8 ; r; for exactly one i and t; = r; for 
j i= i 
The relation ::=;. is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of "->8 • 

Notice that ::=;. is a partial order, (III:).,::=;.) has a bottom element, which is 1. •. 

Definition 2.2 {Partial terms generators: 1r .] 
For all sorts s 71"• : (TEuVar ). -+ {III:). is defined as follows: 

1r.{c) = c for all constants c :-+ s 
1r.(x) =1.. for all variables of sort s 
7r.(k(tJ, ... ,t,.))= k{7r.1 {t1 ), ••• ,7r8n(t,.)) for all constructor terms 
7r8 {f{tt, ... , t,.))=l.. for all function terms 

Intuitively, given a sort s, a partial term is a finite representation for a subset of {TE)• 
and is obtained from a termin (TI:uVar)s where variables and function terms are replaced 
with a special symbol, 1., representing all terms in (TE)•' for some sort s'. Any ground 
term t simply represents the singleton {t}. The intuitive meaning of the ordering relation 
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is that t1 ~ t2 if t 1 is "less specified", or "more partial" than t 2 , or, equivalently, the set 
of terms represented by t 2 is included in the one represented by t1• 

For instance, if {0, s(O), s(s(.LNat))} represents the abstraction of sort NAT mean
ing that the singleton {O} represents the number O, {s(O)} represents the number 1 
and {s(s(.LNAT))} ali the numbers greater than 1, then {O,s(s(.LNAT))} will represent 
{O, s(s(O)), s(s(s(O))), ... }. 

Definition 2.3 [Cuts} 
Let ((Ih:)., ~.) be a partial order and C, X, Y ~ (II:~:) •. C is a cut of (II:~:). iff the fol
lowirig conditions hold: 
1. Vx, y E C : x =1- y ::::? x ~. y A y ~. x 
2. Vx E (II:~:). : 3y E C such that x ~. y V y ~. x 

Definition 2.4 [Covering} 
X covers Y iff the following holds: 
Vy E Y : 3x E X : y ~. x 
Intuitively a cut C of (II:~:). produces a partition in two sets P1 and P2 and then it takes 
the elements on the border, does not matter if they belong to P1 or P2 , but they have 
to be on different chains of the partial order and ali chains bas to be represented. The 
covering relation simply extend the ordering relation to sets. 

In the second step of our construction, with reference to a given LOTOS specification, 
it is defined a way to extract a set of abstract terms which represent the concrete terms 
explicitly used into the specification, and the way they are used in such specification. 

The following definitions allow to automaticaliy generate a finite representation AB. for 
each sort s in the data type part of any given LOTOS specification. Ali terms textually 
occurring in the LOTOS specification will be explicitly represented in AB •· 

Definition 2.5 [Raw Abstract Bases: RAB.] 
The Raw Abstract Base of sort s, RAB. is defined as follows: 

• if s is a basic sort, then RAB. is the smallest set such that the following conditions 
hold: 
1 . .L.E RAB., and 
2. if t E (T:~:uVaT ). is a term which textually occurs in the LOTOS specification, 
then 7r.(t) E RAB.; 

• if s is non-basic and letting RAU,. be defined as above, then RAB. is the smallest 
set such that the following conditions hold: 
1. RAB~ ~ RAB., and 
!J. if constructor k : s 1 , ••• , Sn -+ s teztually occurs in RAB, and t; E RAB.; with 
s; basic, then k(tt, ... , tn) E RAB •. 

Notice that RAB. is always finite. 
Finally, a finite set of abstract terms is defined such that: 
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• such set is representative of ali the concrete domain; 

• such set does not contains redudancy with respect to the set of abstract terms 
extracted by the input specification. 

Definition 2.6 {Abstract Bases: AB.1 
An Abstract Base of sort s, AB, is a finite cut C of (IIE). which covers RAB,. 

In [7] has been proved that AB. exists for ali sort s. Distinct abstract bases for the same 
sort s will differ in their "grain", i.e. in what terms are given an explicit representation. 
The choice between different abstract bases will depend on the implementation of the 
abstract ion procedure as weli as on the level of detail required for the particular use of it. 

Once chosen an abstract base AB., the foliowing definition aliows to characterize a 
finite representation of the powerset of (TE) •. It will be made up of finite sets of partial 
terms which do not suffer from the unpleasant redundance above. 

Definition 2. 7 [Abstract Domain:AB S 1 
The Abstract Domain of sort s, ABS., is defined as 2AB, with standard set inclusion 
partial ordering. 
The Abstract Domain, ABS, for a given data type definition is defined as the .l-sum of 
the abstract domains for all the sorts in the type definition. 

2.1. Abstract Functions 
This section shows how to compute the abstract version of any function defined within 

an abstract data type definition T. We thus need to define what it means for an abstract 
term to approximate a set of partial terms, which in turn represents a set of possible 
values. We need some additional definitions. Given a partial order (D, ~), d E D,and 
W~D 

Definition 2.8 {'V 1 
'V d is the partial order with X = { xld ~ x} as set of elements and ~ nX x X as ordering 
relation. 

Definition 2.9 {Approximation1 
W generates d iff 3 x E W : x ~ d. W represents d iff 3 X ~ W :X is a cut for 'V d· W 
approximates d iff W generates d or W represents d. 

Definition 2.10 {Approximation Function:N..1 
For all X ~ (IIE).: 

N..( {}) 
N..({.l.}) 
N..({c}) 

={} 
= AB. 
= UMin({aia E ABS.,a approximates c}J 
for all constants c 
='N.,( { xlx = k(xt, ... , Xn), A:'=t X; E 'N.s;( {p;})}) 
for constructor terms 
= Ui=l..n N..( {p;}) 
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We shall use only finite, non-empty sets of partial terms, in which case function N is 
certainly effectively computable and total. 

In the following section we shall describe how to get the abstract version of functions 
from their definition. 

2.2. Function Abstraction Procedure 
In order to compute the abstract version of ali the functions defined in T, we generate 

a new system of equations starting from those in T, and let such abstract functions be its 
minimal solution. 

For the sake of simplicity, we shall deal with unary functions only. AH definitions and 
results can be extended to n-ary functions. 

For each function f : s' -+ s, the set of equations defining its abstract version !'"' is 
composed of two parts. The first one does not depend on the equations which define f. 
It is as follows where p; E AB •• : 

1. fA({}) ={} 
2. fA( {Pto. ·., Pn} )=Ui=t. .. n fA( {p;}) 

To complete the definition of fA we have to introduce the equations for fA when applied 
to singletons. The right-hand side of fA( {p}) is obtained by selecting the equation of f's 
definition, the left-hand side of which matches with the partial term p, if any. Pattern 
matching is easily extended to partial terms simply by considering .L as an additional 
constant. The equation for fA({p}) when no equation for f can be selected is given in 
case 3) below whereas in case 4) rhs(p) is the right-hand side of the unique equation for 
f which has been selected, and properly instantiated according to the bindings induced 
by pattern- matching. 

3. fA({p}) = AB. 
4. fA({p}) = AS[rhs(p)] 

Function AS is defined' as follows: 

4.J)AS[c] = N({c}),.for ali constants c :-+ s, or c =.L 
4.2}AS[k(et, ... , en)D= N( {xlx = k(xt, ... , Xn),Ai.,1 X; E AS[e;D} ), 

for all constructor terms 
4.3)AS[f(e)] = fA(AS[e]), for ali function terms. 

Note that fA(AS[e]) is a syntactical function application, i.e. a function term. 
Let m2 a function defined as below: 

m2(0) =O 
m2(s(O)) = s(O) 
m2(s(s(x))) = m2(x) 

The relevant equations obtained for m2 are: 
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mf( {O}) = {O} 
mf( { s(O)}) = { s(O)} 
mf( {s(s(.l.Nat))})= mf( {O, s(O), s(s(.LN .. t))}) 

3. The Abstract Interpreter 

The aim of the abstract interpreter is to an notate each point of a LOTOS specification 
with an abstract environment representing all possible bindings that the specification 
variables will have at "execution time". This means that each behaviour expression 
(bex) will have associated a function that binds variable identifiers to abstract terms 
containing information about the possible values the variables can assume when executing 
the associated bex. Therefore, the abstract environment takes trace of all possible data 
flow reaching a bex. 

The following figure sketches the architecture of our system: 

p 

·1 

Q 
INT 

ABS 

where the module ABS INT, given a specification, realizes the construction of a abstract 
domain tailored on that specification and the annotation phase which uses such a domain. 
The module Transformer analyses the annotated specification, verifies that certain pro
gram (specification) properties hold, and realizes the opportune optimizations via program 
transformation. In our case we explored optimization such as starvation detection and 
dead code removal. Intuitively this module is a black box for ali program transformation 
which can based on data-flow analysis. 

The first syntactic step is to associate a unique labei to each point of the specification. 
The labelling function :F performs this task. 

Definition 3.1 {Simple behaviour expression sbex} 
A sbex is a bexExit, Exit v., Stop orP[gb···•9k](el, ... ,en)· 

Definition 3.2 [Labelled behaviour expression lbex] 
A labelled behaviour expression (lbex} is a pair lbex = (labei, B) where B is labex and labei 
is a labei that identifies univocally B in the specification. 

Definition 3.3 {labex] 
A labex is either a sbex or a structured bex. 

Definition 3.4 [Structured bex] 
A structured bex is a bex defined in terms of lbex. 

For example (labelh Bd f1 (label2, B2 ) is a structured bex derived from Choice. 
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Definition 3.5 [Labe/ling function :Fi] 
:Fi : bex ---+ N at ---+ lbex is defined as follow: 

:F1 (Ezit) n = {n,Ezit) 
:F1 {Stop) n = (n,Stop) 
:F1 (g!e; B) n = (n,g!e; :F1 B (n+l}} 
:F1 (g?z:S; B) n = {n,g?z:S; :F1 B (n+l)} 
:F, {Bl[}B2) n = {n,(:F, B1 (n + 1)) {} (:F, B2 (mazJab(:F1 B1 (n + 1))) + 1)) 
:F, {B1 >> B2) n = {n,(:F, B1 (n + 1)) >> (:F, B2 (maxJab(:F1 B1 (n + 1))) + 1)) 
:F1 (sp-+ B) n = (n,sp-+ (:F1 B (n+l)) 
:F1 (g?z:S{sp(z)]; B) n = (n,g?z:S{sp{z)};(:F1 B {n+l)) 
:F, (B1 parop B2) n = (n,{:F1 B1 (n + 1)) parop (:F1 B2 (maxJab(:F1 B1 (n + 1))) + 1)) 
:F1 {Hide g in B) n = {n,Hide g in (:F1 B (n+l}}) 
:F1 (Let x:S=e in B) n = {n,Let x:S=e in {:F1 B (n+l})) 
:F1 {Accept z:S in B) n = (n,Accept z:S in (:F1 B (n+l))) 
:F, (Choice x:S [} B) n = {n,Choice x:S {] {:F1 B (n+l))) 
:F, {P[a]{e)) n = {n,P[a](e)) 

where max_label(B) gives the max labei in lbex B and parop E {11, III, 1[91.. o o, 9n]l} o 

Finally, the labelled specification St associated to the specification: 

S = Specification n (gateJist](parJist):(functionality) := 

Behaviour 
B 

where 

< procJist > 

endspec 

is a new specification in which bex B is changed in (:F1 (B) O) and each bex Bp; of the 
process definition P; in< proc_list > is changed in (:Ft (Bp;) k) where k = maxJab(Bp;_,)o 

Let Var denote the domain of LOTOS variables and Jet abs_env denote the domain 
abstract environmentso 

Definition 3.6 {Abstract environment pj 
An abstract environment is a function p: Var ---+ ABS that binds variable identifiers to 
abstract termso 
Let x :---+ s be a variable of type so p(x) = [t1, o o o, tk] if x is bound to the abstract term 
{t1, o o o, tk} and t; E AB., otherwise p(x) = 00 

Definition 3.7 {Annotation Function r)j 
The annotation function r : labei ---+ abs_env, given lbex l associated to labex (l, B) 
returns the abstract environment p associated to Bo This environment represents all 

the possible association between variable identifiers and abstract terms existing before the 
execution of B o 
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Definition 3.8 {Context] 
The tuple (glist, /3, exlist, p, r, hlist) is called context where: 

• glist: synchronization gate list; 

• (3: function that binds agate to an abstract term; 

• exlist: abstract term list offered in a bex of type Exit; 

• p: current environment function: implementa the association between variable iden
tifiers and abstract terms in force at a certain moment of the abstract computation; 

• r is the function defined in 3. 7; 

• hlist: hiding gates list; 

Finally we need a function which returns the abstract representation of concrete values. 

Definition 3.9 {Abstract Data Evaluation V J 
Let V..,, be the set of LOTOS value expression of sort s: 

V, : V • .,. -- abs..env -- ABS, 
V,(c)p = N,( {c} ), V constant c =-- s 
V,(x)p = p(x), V variable z of type s 
V,(k(eh ... ,e,.))p = N,( {k(z~o ... ,x,.) 1 x; E V,;(e;)p}) 

V constructor k : s1 , ••• , s,. -- s 
V,(f(e~o ... ,e,.))p = f 0 (V,,(e1)p, ... , V,.(e,.)p) 

V functor f: s~o ... ,s,.-- s 

Let Context denote the domain of abstract contexts. 
The abstract interpretation of a specification Sis performed by the function "PV: 

"PV: B--+ Context--+ Context 

that given a bex B and a context (glist, /3, exlist, p, r, hlist), returns a new context prop
erly modified from the abstract evaluation of B. "PV is recursively defined on the structure 
of B. 

The followings are few cases of the definition of "PV. The whole definition can be found 
in [9] 

Action prefix: g!e; B 

PV (g!e;( labei, B)) (glist, (3, exlist, p, r, hlist) = 
= PV B (glist,{J,exlist,p,f',hlist) if g E hlist 
= PV B (glist,{J',exlist,p,f',hlist) if g E glist 
= PVB (glist,{J,exlist,p,f',hlist) otherwise 

where 

{ 
f' = f[p Up f(label) / labei] 
(3' = f3[V(e )p U f3(g) / g] 
p' Up p" = p[p'(x) U p"(z)/x] V variable x 
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Action prefix: g?x:S; B 

PV (g?:z : S;(label, B)) (glist, {j, e:zlist, p, r ,hlist) = 
= PV B (glist, {j', e:zlist,p', f', hlist) if g E glist 

where 

{ p' = p[.B(g)/:z] 
f' = f(p' /labei] 

= PV B (glist,{j,e:zlist,p",f'',hlist) if g rf. glist 
where 

{ p" = p[AB,f:z] 
f" = r(p" /labei] 

= PV B (glist, {j,e:zlist, p, f', hlist) if g E hlist 
where 

f' = r(p u r(label)/label] 

The interpretation of an action prefix ( either in in put or in out put) consists in modifying r 
in order to augment the environment associated to labei with the bindings of the current 
context. Essentially each time that a point is reached by a abstract execution with a 
certain bunch of data we ha ve to take trace of them. 

Choice: Bt0B2 

PV ((labelh Bi}0(label2 , B2)) (glist,{j,e:zlist,p,r,hlist) = 
=PV (Bl) (glist,{j,e:zlist,p,r',hlist) 
~ 

PV (B2) (glist, {j, e:zlist, p, f', hlist) 
where 

(gh {j" e" P1> gel> hl) Iti (g2, /J2, e2, P2, ge2, h2) = 
(g, U Y2, {j, U!f /J2, e, u • ., e2, Pt Up P2, ge, u,. ge2, h, U h2)· 

and: 

e1 u • ., e2 = {e;je; = (e;, U e;,), (e;, Ee;) A (e;, E e2)} 

{j, Ul' {j2 = {j and fj(:z) = {j1(z) U {j2(z) Vz 
ge, u,. ge2 = ge and ge( labei) = ge 1 (labei) U P ge2( labei) VI abel 

Selection Predicate: g?x: S [sp(x)]; B 

PV (g?:z: S[sp(x)]; (labei, B)) (glist,{j,e:zlist,p,r,hlist) = 
= PV B (glist,{j,e:zlist,p',r',hlist) 

where 

{ p' = p({yjy E p(:z) A sp0 ( {y}) f:. {fl}}/:z] 
f' = f(p' u, r(label)/label] 

This last rule allows the reduction of environment because of the filtering of data due 
to the guard sp(x). 

3.1. Correctness and Termination 
In this section we describe the procedure for establishing the correctness and the ter

mination of the interpretation process. For further details we refer to [9]. 
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lntuitively, correctness has been proved according this schema: assuming that the con
text C = (glist, (3, exlist, p, r, hlist) in which will be executed a bex B is correct with 
respect to all the possible execution, then the context obtained from the abstract eval
uation of B is stiU valid. The idea is the following: let C be a concrete context, that 
represents a concrete execution in a certain moment, and let C® be an abstract con
text so that c ~c c@, then applying them respectively the concrete interpretation and 
the abstract interpretation we obtain two new contexts C' and C@', and the relation 
C' ~c C®' is stiU valid. The relation A ~c B expresses the fact that the set of partial 
terms associated to variables in B represents the terms associated to the same variables 
in A. 

In order to prove that the abstract interpretation process terminates, we proved that 
the operator Up, which given two abstract environments returns their disjoint union is 
monotonie and bounded in ABS. In this manner we are granted that the calculus ter
minates because sooner or later each environment f(label) reaches a point in which can't 
never increase and when this happens for alllabels we reached the abstract interpretation 
termination, i.e. the fix_point of the whole computation is reached. 

Let Env be the abstract environment domain and nvar; the number of variable of sort 
S; in the specification. 

Proposition 3.1 The function Up : Env x Env --+ Env is monotonie with respect to 
the operator ~ and is bounded in the following way: 

O~ iP' Up p"i ~ nvar1 * IABs,l + · · · + nvark * IABs.i 

V environment p', p", k=number of sorts. 

o 

Proposîtion 3.2 The abstract interpretation terminates in a finite number of at most p 
steps: 

with: 

{ 
l = 
k-
nvark = 

o 

p = l * (nvar1 * IABs,i) * · · · * (nvark * IABs.i) 

highest label value 
number of sorts 
Number of variable of sort Sk 

4. Examples 

In this section two simple applications of our interpreter are presented. In the first 
case the abstract interpretation of a LOTOS specification allows to detect situations of 
starvation in which the represented system waits for an event that will never happen. The 
second experiment allows to detect if a part of the specification code is never reached, so 
that it can be removed without chan,e;in,e; the spedfication semantics. 
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4.1. Starvation detection 
This kind of analysis is able to circumscribe situations in which, when the data flow 

reaches a specified point of the specification, then the starvation: 

1. will surely happen in that point; 

2. will possibly happen in that point; 

3. will never happen in that point. 

The idea is to detect whether a certain sufficient property holds in a point of the program 
(which guarantees that the property will hold for ali executions of that point of the 
program). Then, if the property holds for ali points of the program, we are able to 
characterize the overali behaviour of the program. 

A typical situation that could create starvation is when two processes P1 and P2 , which 
evolve in paraliel, ha veto synchronize on a fixed gate g. If P1 is not able to execute the 
actions that permit the synchronization, P2 will wait this event with consequent starvation 
of P2 itself. 

We can analyze the previous situation in presence of either value matching or value 
passing synchronizatioii.: 

1. Sure starvation 
Value passing 
Let ( 11, g!x1; B1 ), ••• , ( l,., g!x .. ; B .. ) be ali the action prefix construct present in the 
specification. The specification represent a system that gives sure starvation if: 

f(l;)(x;) = 0 Vi= l, ... ,n 

This means that ali the synchronization points will never be reached by any control 
flow. Otherwise if there exists l; such that f(l;)(x;) '/:- 0, then it is possible that 
the synchronization takes place in that point. 

Value matching 
In this situation (output-output synchronization) the system represented reaches 
starvation if the abstraction of the values offered from the processes which have to 
synchronize denotes disjoint sets. That is, if process P1 offers value e1 by means 
of {l11 g!e1; Bt) aud process P2 offers value e2 by means of (l2,g!e2; B2), then the 
starvation is guaranteed in that point if V{e1){r{l1)) n V{e2){f{l2)) = 0. If there 
are more than one synchronization point, in order to decide if the starvation in 
guaranteed ( if the control flow reaches one of these synchronization points) we 
must verify the previous property for ali possible couple of action prefix. 

2. Possible starvation 
Value passing 
Like the previous situation, starvation is possible in a synchronization point { 1;, g!x; B) 
only if V(x)(f(l;)) '/:- 0. This means that some data flow reached the point labelled 
with l; durin.e; the abstract interpretation. 
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Value matching 
If process P1 offers value e1 by means of { /1, g!e1; B1) and process P2 offers value e2 
by means of {12, g!e2; B2) then starvation is possible in that point if V( el){f(/1)) n 
V(e2){f(/2)) f:. 0 because this means that: 
3v; E V(el)(r(/1)) such that 
v; E V{e2)(f{/2)), but is also possible to have starvation, i.e. when B1 offers on 
g a value v; E V{e1)(f(/1)) such that v; ~ V{e2){f(/2)). This is possible be
cause V(el)(r{l1)) n V(e2){f{/2)) f:. V{el)(r(/1)) and V(e1){f{l1)) n V{e2){f{/2)) =F 
V(e2)(r(/2)) 

3. Synchronization 
Value passing 
In this situation the synchronization between the usual processes P1 and P2 is certain 
in the value e offered by P1 on an action prefix g!e don't denotes the empty set. 
Value Matching 
If process P1 offers value e1 by means of {It, g!e1; Bl) and process P2 offers value e2 
by means of {12, g!e2; B2 ) then synchronization in certain only if: 

(a) V(el)(r{/1)) = {p;} and V(e2)(r(/2)) = {p;}. 

(b) p; is a "ground" partial term. 

The condition (b) is necessary because the ground partial terms represent a specified 
element of the starting real domain (for the construction of function 1r). 

4.2. Dead code removal 
The abstract execution is able to detect code portion which could be cut off from the 

specification because of their unreachability from no data flow. For example we could cut 
off an alternative of a Choice construct. This would be helpful for the run time support 
that has to decide at run time which alternative of a non deterministic construct should 
execute. 

Example 4.1 Let consider the labex: (labeh,sp(x)--+ (label2,B)) 
lf at the end of the abstract interpretation we have that: r(label2 )(x) = 0 this means 

that, sp@ in f(/abell)(x) is never true SO no va/ue ji/tered by sp(x) bounds X in f{/abe/2). 

5. Final Remarks 

The work described in this paper has been implemented under Unix using the func
tionallanguage Miranda. The Abstract Interpreter has been used in severa! applications 
including the Gate Splitting Transformation. The experiment is still in a prototype phase. 
It confirmed the viability of the approach, but still we have to classify the kind of optim
izations suitable for this general paradigm. 

Another direction of work is the comparison with other tools for the symbolic execution 
of LOTOS specifications. In particular, it is interesting to compare our Abstract Inter
preter with the Symbolic Executor SMILE [6]. Both tools try to apply technology from 
other fields, abstract interpretation in the former case, and narrowing the latter. In our 
case, the main effort is in definin.e; the abstract domain exploitin.e; the data type definition 
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capabilities of LOTOS, then the abstract execution is the standard one extended with 
few simple operations on sets. In the case of SMILE, the emphasis is on the execution 
mechanisms which is based on the logic interpretation of the LOTOS specification and 
executed with narrowing. 

The goal of our approach was to verify the usefulness of Abstract Interpretation in the 
context of specification languages, so that a systematic comparison with SMILE bas not 
been done yet. A vecy initial impression is that the two approaches are vecy similar, both 
with respect to the type of applications and the quality of results they can obtain. The 
existing differences are probably much more formal than substantial such as the problem 
of termination which in the case of SMILE is enforced by the implementation while in our 
case it is guaranteed by the formal framework. In any case, an experimental comparison 
of accuracy, efficiency and ease of use should be performed. 
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